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Today, the door is open. I don't know if it's the owner or... It's sold. 

 

She stood at the door and knocked. Soon there came a girl, Tian Yiyi. 

 

"Yiyi, why are you here?" 

 

Tian Yiyi was also surprised when she saw Su Xiaowan. She didn't tell anyone about this place. 

 

"This is my home..." 

 

Is this Yiyi's home? 

 

So the woman Yan said is Yiyi? 

 

"Xiao Wan, would you like to come in and sit down?" 

 

Su Xiaowan went in. She saw a magnolia flower at the door, and asked her to stop 

 

My brother once appeared in the painting. 

 

"Xiao Wan, what's the matter with you?" 

 

"Where does this flower... Come from?" 

 

Magnolia has a delicate habit. There is no good climate in Jiangcheng, but the flower looks charming and 

the surrounding soil is not new. 

 

It's been planted for a long time. 

 

Tian Yiyi frowned, as if this potted flower should have been discarded. 

 

"Others don't want it. I'm going to lose it!" 

 

I lost it. 

 

"Can you give it to me?" 

 

"If you like it, you can move away --!" 

 

Out of sight, out of mind. 

 



She sat there chatting for a while, and her mobile phone rang. It was brother Chen's. 

 

"Then I'll go to work." 

 

Tian Yiyi waved to her. Su Xiaowan held the potted plant and went to brother Chen. 

 

"Are you... Going to the flower market?" 

 

Brother Chen looked at her holding flowers over, this, for him a man, is indistinguishable. 

 

"No, it happened to come from a friend! Brother Chen, are you all right? " 

 

"I've taken all the pictures. Let's go!" 

 

……… 

 

Feng Yan's eyes narrowed and looked at the man standing there. His eyes shot a cold light and looked 

straight at the man in front of him. 

 

He knew that what he missed was su Xiaowan's past. 

 

Xia Chenyan knew Su xiaowanzao and stayed with him for a long time, and he... Just got along with him 

for a few months. 

 

Although Su Xiaowan is by his side now, he doesn't know whether she likes it or not, or because of love. 

 

It's guilt, uneasiness... Or love him. 

 

"I'm here today to show you something --!" 

 

Then the man took a stone out of his pocket and said, "on my birthday, Xiao Wan gave me a stone. You 

can see the words carved on my face." 

 

Feng Yan's eyes fell. That piece of stone is Yuhua stone, bright and clean, with four words written on it. 

 

I like you! 

 

"The words on this stone can't be bought with any money. She carved them with every stroke. This 

stone is for her confession to me." 

 

Looking at Feng Yan's face change, Xia Chenyan knows that he has succeeded. 

 

He imitated Su Xiaowan's handwriting and carved the stone himself, which he deliberately wanted to 

show to Feng Yan. 



 

He doesn't believe that Feng Yan, who can't hold sand in his eyes, will treat him calmly. 

 

"My position in her heart, I believe Feng Yan you will not understand, she was forced to marry you, but 

did not like you, so, I still..." 

 

Smell speech, the man hit in the past. 

 

Fierce anger swept the whole body, cold eyes showed ferocity, he was like a beast, Xia Chenyan was a 

punch, wiped his mouth. 

 

"Feng Yan, you are a smart man. You know that you can't change the result by force. You can't intervene 

in the affairs between me and him." 

 

"Su Xiaowan and I have known each other for many years. You don't know many things, but I do." 

 

"Do you know who she is? You don't know --! " 

 

Smell speech, man's complexion is more rigid. 

 

Xia Chenyan already knew that his goal had been achieved. He knew Feng Yan and naturally knew his 

nature. 

 

He was angry again. 

 

He's really fed up with this time. 

 

But she forgot that Feng Yan was a beast, which was not easy to provoke. 

 

In terms of force, Xia Chenyan is not Feng Yan's opponent. Since he was injured, Feng Yan went to a 

secret base for training. Now he is not his opponent at all. 

 

Keren, there will always be weaknesses, such as... Feng Yan's weaknesses. 

 

Su Xiaowan. 

 

"Feng Yan, you beat me and killed me. You are going to have a lawsuit!" 

 

"If you don't remind me, I forget that it's time for Mrs. Xia to take a lawsuit --!" 

 

"Feng Yan, you..." 

 

The man's eyes fixed on the stone in his hand, quickly took it in his hand and knocked it on his head. Xia 

Chenyan didn't expect that he would do so. He didn't dodge it and smashed it on his forehead. 



 

"Xia Chenyan, it's useless to block arms and cars in front of me. She has a past with you, but she has a 

future with me! Besides, you are not qualified to stand beside her at all 

 

Not qualified. 

 

The blood on the man's forehead began to flow down, along the man's jaw, fell to the ground, the 

stone, broke the side of the glass. 

 

The gentle face moved, not to be shocked by the sudden action. Finally, Fengyi rushed in and stopped 

the accident. 

 

"Young master, are you all right?" 

 

"In the future, don't let casual people in!" 

 

"Yes 

 

"Also, to check everything about Su Xiaowan, from birth --!" 

 

She is the only one who cares. 

 

…… 

 

Su Xiaowan doesn't know what's going on in the office at the moment. After working in the company, 

she carries the magnolia flowers and walks into her home. 

 

Aunt Li looked at her carrying a flowerpot, "little grandma, did you buy it on the road?" 

 

"Well." Su Xiaowan nodded, "Aunt Li, can you help me find a flowerpot? I want to replant the flowers -- 

" 

 

Aunt Li quickly found the potted plants. In fact, there are many flowerpots in the villa, but most of them 

are flowerpots. I don't know where Aunt Li came from. 

 

"Thank you, Aunt Li." 

 

Su Xiaowan didn't move things in, but planted them on the lawn outside. When she planted flowers, she 

thought of a lot of things. 

 

About my brother and her. 

 

Brother, in fact, is not much happier than her, although he stayed with his parents. 

 



Almost no love from them. 

 

He is like an outsider, a person who does not belong to the Su family. 

 

In the past, every time she went to see her younger brother, he would always draw pictures, maybe 

because of the same illness and blood ties. Even if she was quietly with him, she felt very happy. 

 

My brother has autism. It's serious. 

 

At that time, he loved painting very much, so every time Su Xiaowan went to see him, he would buy him 

a lot of reference materials, and Magnolia... Was given by his mother on his brother's birthday. 

 

She pursed the soil. There was a lot of mud in the flowerpot. Maybe it was too long, so the flowerpot 

burst. Little by little, she pulled out the roots of Magnolia. 

 

All of a sudden, I saw a piece of paper. It was a piece of yellow paper, surrounded by soil. 

 

She didn't know who was hiding the paper in the soil. After a moment's hesitation, she opened it. 

 

——Sister, I'm fine, but don't tell anyone about my existence. 

 

All of a sudden, she was stiff. 

 

Sister 

 

It's Chenchen's handwriting. 
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Why is there Chenchen's handwriting in this magnolia flower? Chenchen didn't go home at that time. He 

just lived in a special school in the way of foster care. 

 

What does that villa really have to do with Chenchen? What about Chenchen? 

 

Why don't you tell people? 

 

Su Xiaowan stood up, screwed the tip of her brow, and suddenly felt dizzy. Suddenly, she reached out 

and had a hand holding her tightly. 

 

It's Feng Yan. 

 

Looking at each other with four eyes, she chose the first time to hold her piece of paper and put it into 

her pocket. 

 

Now, she and Feng Yan... She doesn't want to make the relationship complicated, and she doesn't want 



to rely on Feng Yan's identity to help her. 

 

Feng Yan naturally saw the little action just now, "take it out!" 

 

Su Xiaowan looked up at him. 

 

I know he saw it. 

 

If he comes hard, she is definitely not his opponent, "that... Fengyan... Is a piece of paper." 

 

A piece of paper needs to be tucked in like this? 

 

"Who gave it to you?" 

 

"Yes... No one gave it to me. I just wrote it myself." 

 

"Who are you going to give it to?" 

 

This piece of paper, she was haunted. 

 

"Feng Yan, I don't want to lie to you." She whispered, thinking about Chen Chen's care, but she didn't 

understand, "but I can't tell you... What did I hide from you?" 

 

Su Xiaowan looked at Feng Yan's face and said, "everyone has his own privacy. Don't you also have it? 

You have a lot of things I don't know, Feng Yan. When you should know, you will know. Feng Yan, I'm 

sorry. " 

 

Feng Yan clenched his fist tightly. Looking at her, he couldn't get angry. "So, you're not going to tell me 

the secret from the bottom of your heart?" 

 

"Feng Yan, I..." 

 

She chose to hide from him, but told Xia Chenyan. 

 

In his heart, he can't compare with Xia Chenyan. 

 

He thought that these days, she would belong to him, completely unable to accommodate others. 

 

But her small action, but all his self-confidence to play not left. 

 

…… 

 

Feng Yan left. The next day he didn't go home. Su Xiaowan looked at the dishes and chopsticks put by 

Aunt Li. He hasn't seen Feng Yan back until now. 



 

"Grandma, it's time to eat --!" 

 

"Is Feng Yan not coming back to eat again?" 

 

"The young master didn't say that, otherwise you would call and ask --!" 

 

Aunt Li didn't know what had happened to the couple, but the couple always quarreled, the head of the 

bed quarreled, and the end of the bed quarreled, but the young master didn't go home. 

 

It's impossible for them to make up. 

 

"I... Feng Yan, are you with me?" 

 

"Well." Feng Yi answered, "young master, I have something to do tonight. I don't think I will go home 

tonight. Young granny, you should have a rest early." 

 

Her voice is a little low, "Oh, you're busy. I'll hang up first. Bye!" 

 

Listening to the blind sound of Dudu, Fengyi came to Fengyan. 

 

And Feng Yan sat there drinking wine bottle by bottle. 

 

"Young master, your ears can't be delayed any longer. If you go on like this, you will really..." 

 

But the man who only cares about drinking never looks up. 

 

"What did she say?" 

 

Fengyi hesitated for a moment and asked, "when will you go home?" 

 

"What else?" 

 

"... grandma is worried about you." 

 

"Fengyi, worry will become love?" 

 

Feng Yi's eyes sank slightly. "The young granny will worry about you, which means she cares about you, 

so she will call you. Even if the young granny has her own little secret, she won't say it. There must be 

her own reason, young master. Besides, if the young granny doesn't tell you, we can check it." 

 

"But she told Xia Chenyan." 

 

He took a sip of the wine. 



 

He is not angry that she has her own secret, but that she tells Xia Chenyan, but that he doesn't know 

anything about Feng Yan 

 

Lying in bed, Su Xiaowan can't sleep. 

 

She was thinking about Chen Chen, but she felt empty in her heart. 

 

Thinking, thinking of Feng Yan 

 

How busy is Feng Yan, too busy to call her? 

 

It's a lie to say you want to marry her. 

 

She thought about Xiyan, but she couldn't get through the phone... Xiyan didn't know what happened! 

 

She sighed a little and pulled up the quilt. Just now she secretly went downstairs to have a drink, so she 

was dizzy and soon fell asleep. 

 

At midnight, the man got off with the help of the driver. 

 

He went up the stairs and pushed the door of the room towards the bedroom. 

 

Slightly drunk state, can still see that familiar face, beautiful can't square thing. 

 

Resolute face with a blush, eyes blurred, but still handsome, suddenly embrace the warmth. 

 

It's like the whole body is warming up. 

 

He grabbed her hard and wouldn't let her escape. 

 

Close to his chest, he could hear his own heartbeat. 

 

When Feng Yan woke up, Su Xiaowan was still sleeping. 

 

She sleeps very quietly, like an angel, but even if she just sleeps, it still makes his heart beat and makes 

him miss. 

 

She has that magic. 

 

But in her heart, the sign of his passing was very shallow. 

 

But he was not willing to embarrass her except himself. 

 



Shallow kiss on her lips, and afraid to wake her up, immediately release. 

 

Su Xiaowan had a dream. In the dream, she was abandoned in a place, surrounded by empty voices 

calling for her, but no one could be found. 

 

"Feng Yan, how long will your feelings for me last?" The man looked at him quietly. She didn't wake up 

and fell asleep. 

 

I'm talking in my sleep. 

 

Maybe it was something she did in her dream. She began to murmur to herself. He smelled the wine just 

now. Although it was very light, he knew it was fruit wine. 

 

"Sometimes, I can't understand my feelings. At that time, I was with Xia Chenyan. He was very good to 

me. That kind of feeling made me feel that someone hurt me, and I should love him..." 

 

The man's hands are slightly stiff. 

 

He almost gnashed his teeth, "you send him sunflowers, send him stones... To tell him, when is it?" 

 

She opened her eyes in displeasure, feeling that someone was talking in front of her. "Why do you 

interrupt me? I“ 

 

"Answer me first!" 

 

"Feng Yan, you are so noisy! I want to sleep. " Su Xiaowan pulls up the quilt and sleeps in a daze. 

 

"Su Xiaowan, answer me quickly!" 

 

"Su Xiaowan --!" 

 

He asked eagerly, but there was no reply. 

 

The room is quiet. 

 

He bit her ear angrily and said in her ear, "in the future, you can only give me sunflowers, you can only 

give me stones, you can only tell me, no one else can do it!" 

 

The man bowed his head and kissed her lips. "Su Xiaowan, my world has always been dark, and I need 

someone to warm it up. Since I believe you, you are the only one in my life, but you... Are the only one. I 

will make you love me, love me alone, even if you abandon the whole world, you are reluctant to give 

up me..." 

 

With that, he finally left the room. 



 

When the door closed, Su Xiaowan continued to speak. 

 

"But Feng Yan, I like you, but this love is just the beginning, maybe it's just sympathy. When others say 

you, I want to protect you. When others talk about you, I think they all shut up and look at you sad, my 

heart will hurt... Feng Yan, I don't want to separate from you... But I think you like me first, I like you..." 

 

She wanted to catch something, but she couldn't catch anything. 

 

Finally, she opened her eyes and looked around, but she was alone. 

 

She couldn't help wrapping up the quilt, it turned out to be a dream. 

 

No wonder just now how I feel that Feng Yanqi can't breathe out,. 

 

The haze flashed through her amber eyes and piled up, which made her nose sour. 

 

She wants to seal it. 

 

Feng Yan is greedy of morning and night. When she gets up, he leaves. 

 

If Aunt Li hadn't said he came back yesterday, maybe Su Xiaowan didn't know. 

 

"Did you quarrel with the young master?" 

 

"No, I didn't argue with him!" 

 

"Oh, maybe the young master is too busy. There are many things in the company recently! This morning, 

Fengyi came to pick him up. " 

 

She stood there and couldn't do it at all. 

 

Life is not as expected, early in the morning, she went to yesterday's place, Yiyi home door, but tightly 

closed. 

 

"Little girl, don't knock. The girls here moved yesterday evening." 

 

"Moving?" 

 

Tian Yiyi didn't say that. 

 

"The house has been bought. Yesterday, the owner came to clean up. The new owner will move in 

soon..." 

 



In the distance, a woman stood there. 

 

Yuanxiao looks at the woman at that end, and quietly the anger sweeps across the whole body. 

 

She followed her all the way. She wanted to find a place where there was no one, but she saw the 

passers-by one by one. Finally, she could only hide in the bushes. 

 

Su Xiaowan calls Tian Yiyi. Tian Yiyi is in the school. When she receives the call, she comes right away. 

 

"Yiyi, I..." 

 

"What's the matter with you?" 

 

"I... I want to ask, the Magnolia you gave me yesterday... Do you know who planted it?" 

 

The girl's amber eyes were a little dark. When she mentioned the magnolia, a voice appeared in her 

heart. 

 

"Maybe it was left by the previous owners. When I bought this house, it was a second-hand house." 

 

Quietly, lonely occupied the heart. 

 

"You're here to ask this?" 

 

"Well, I think the Magnolia seed is very good. I want to ask you for some experience! I really like 

magnolias. " 

 

Like Magnolia... Tian Yiyi in the heart, thought of a person. 

 

Tian Yiyi to leave Jiangcheng, Jiangcheng has a lot of past, let her not happy. 

 

She doesn't like this place. 

 

"Xiao Wan, I'm leaving this afternoon. I just went to school and sorted out some things for my tutor. I'll 

take the car in the afternoon, or we'll have lunch together?" 

 

"Why is it so sudden? Didn't you say you would stay here for a few days?" 

 

"I... my mother missed me. Let me go home early." 

 

They ate a meal nearby as practice. 

 

"Xiao Wan, we don't see each other in the future. We still have to chat a lot." 



 

Zizizi! The phone vibrated. 
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Su Xiaowan saw that it was her own. 

 

Take it to pick up the phone. There is a doctor at the other end. He speaks in the local dialect, but Su 

Xiaowan soon hears the meaning of that end. 

 

In a hurry to hang up the phone, she looked at Tian Yiyi in a panic, some confused mind, "Yiyi, my 

grandmother fell at home, I have to go first." 

 

"Don't worry, Xiao Wan." 

 

Su Xiaowan ran out of the door, looking at the Rolls Royce at the other end. It was the driver who drove 

her car today. She waved goodbye to Su tianyiyi, "Yiyi, I'll go first." 

 

"OK, pay attention to safety on the road. Call me if you have something to do!" 

 

The car sped away. 

 

Tian Yiyi was standing there, and now he was frowning at the car. His brow was tight. The car was really 

fast. It seemed that something was wrong. 

 

But isn't this the speed limit? 

 

She thought about it and thought that Xiao Wan was too worried. 

 

I wish her grandmother was OK. 

 

Tianyiyi has heard Su Xiaowan talk about her family members. She has very few family members, and a 

younger brother who lives with each other. 

 

Now, there is a man who can be su Xiaowan's arm. 

 

The driver took a look at the time and parked the car at the door of the shopping building. He was just 

about to make a phone call, but the phone didn't get through. The next second he left Tian Yiyi. 

 

He had met Tian Yiyi, so he knew her. Now he was looking at the woman standing there alone. 

 

"Where's our little grandmother?" 

 

Tian Yiyi's heart sank, and he quickly realized that something was wrong. The car came to pick up Su 

Xiaowan. Then the car just now said, "Xiao Wan's grandmother had an accident, just left by car --" 



 

"What?" 

 

"Not long after I left, I called her to ask." This car is coming to pick her up. Which one is she making? 

 

But I didn't answer a phone call. 

 

Tian Yiyi always feels that his eyelids are jumping badly. 

 

"The phone doesn't work. Can't something happen? As soon as this little bowl meets grandma... " 

 

The driver was taken care of by Feng Yan. At the moment, he didn't receive any help, and his little 

grandmother disappeared again. I don't know what to do. He has no way to decide. Now, after thinking 

for a while, he can only tell Feng Yan. 

 

The driver immediately called Feng Yan to tell him the news. 

 

"Young master, it's no good. The little grandmother is gone, and the phone can't get through. A friend 

with her said that her grandmother had an accident, got on a car and left --!" 

 

…… 

 

Su Xiaowan was worried and was sitting in the co driver's seat. At the moment, she turned her head and 

looked at the driver at that end, "uncle, you... You're not uncle --!" 

 

Suddenly, there was a woman sitting in the car. 

 

It's yuanxiao. 

 

"What are you doing here?" 

 

"You got in my car. I'm not here. Where should I be?" 

 

"Did you call just now?" 

 

"If I don't call you, how can you come out in time, and how can we take advantage of it?" 

 

She only thought about her grandmother, but they had a chance to take advantage of her. 

 

"What do you want to do?" 

 

"Of course it's kidnapping you. Can't you see it so blatantly? Xuejie, so your brain is only used to deal 

with men. " 

 



"Are you for Yuanyi?" 

 

"You've done my sister such a terrible job. I really can't see it after you've been happy for such a long 

time." 

 

Su Xiaowan wanted to take out his cell phone, but he was snatched away by the driver. He gave a cold 

warning, "move it again, and I'll scratch your face!" 

 

"Su Xiaowan, no one will come to save you. I will give you all the things you have done to us --" 

 

As the car became more and more biased, Su Xiaowan grasped her clothes. 

 

Soon, the car stops, and the driver pulls Su Xiaowan out directly under the sign of Yuan Yi. The man has 

great strength. When he pulls her arm, Su Xiaowan has no resistance at all. 

 

It took me several steps to get to my feet. 

 

Secretly looked at the man standing there, many hands, she is not the opponent. 

 

"Yuanxiao, what do you want?" 

 

"Shave your face to see how you can seduce other men“ 

 

The gangster man came out and took away Yuanxiao's knife. "Yuanxiao, it's so beautiful. Let's have fun 

with our friends first. You can do it later --" 

 

"That's OK. This woman is very dirty. If you don't mind, let's start!" 

 

"Of course we don't mind!" 

 

“……” 

 

That gloomy smile just piled up in front of my eyes. 

 

Su Xiaowan's brows wrinkled together, thinking of the scene of the last kidnapping. 

 

Su Xiaowan is biting her lip. Now with her strength, how can she run out of the trap they deliberately 

designed. 

 

His pale face became more and more haggard. 

 

"Yuanxiao, if you do this, you will be legally responsible. I advise you to stop now. I can let bygones be 

bygones and not report to the police." 

 



Su Xiaowan stepped back. There was a stick behind her. If she could get that stick, she might be able to 

resist for a while. 

 

Just, will Feng Yan come today? 

 

But Feng Yan ignored her 

 

"You think I'm afraid? Su Xiaowan, I hate the way you look like you're above the world. You're so dirty, 

and you still pretend to be pure! If it wasn't for you, my sister would have a bright future, but for you 

 

"What are you doing! Are you going to linger until someone else finds her? " 

 

Su Xiaowan grabbed the stick and said, "don't come here! As long as you let me go, I promise you 

everything. Don't you want money? My husband has a lot of money. As long as you open your mouth, 

you can get as much as you want. " 

 

"I can't wait to be with you!" 

 

Su Xiaowan has been hiding behind. Although the stick in her hand can resist for a while, the men seem 

to be deliberately teasing her, as if they are playing among lovers. 

 

"Su Xiaowan, don't struggle. It's a wilderness. Nobody can find it!" The laughter of the Lantern Festival is 

more and more terrible. 

 

Echoing in my ears. 

 

"Not all together yet!" 

 

Su Xiaowan suppresses the fear in her heart. She holds a stick and waves it. The door doesn't close. If 

she can escape, she still has a big hope. 

 

The stick was taken away by the man. Just a little closer to Su Xiaowan, you can smell the fragrance of 

her. It's very rich, but it smells good. 

 

"Zhenxiang, give me a kiss --" 

 

She took her hand and pushed the men close to her. She yelled, but her voice was almost hoarse, and it 

was useless. 

 

All of a sudden, the door was kicked open. 

 

Fuzzy tears saw a tall figure, did not call him, a man around him was kicked to the ground. 

 

"Feng Yan..." 



 

At that moment, she was happy and wanted to stay in his arms. 

 

"Who is this ugly man? Why don't you hurry up! Kill him, and this woman is yours -- " Yuanxiao looked at 

the sudden appearance of people, bad for their good. 

 

The men who fell to the ground continued to stand up, and now they began to punch at the man. This 

woman has too much temptation. 

 

Sleeping her is what they think now. 

 

Su Xiaowan tightly grasped his clothes, as if only in this way, she felt more brave. 

 

The man's hand caressed his back without saying a word. 

 

"Be careful!" 

 

I don't know how Feng Yan got it, why he was the only one. Although he was very fast, he didn't get the 

upper hand soon. 

 

"Feng Yan, be careful!" 

 

Su Xiaowan picked up a stick on one side and hit the men, but he didn't seem to be able to help at all. 

"I'll count three and you'll run --!" 

 

"And you?" 

 

"I can run, too." 

 

The words, like a soothing sauce. 

 

At the moment, the Lantern Festival looked at the men rushing up, and there was a stick at their feet. 

 

Su Xiaowan heard him count to three, just ready to run, but the next second, Yuanxiao rushed over and 

hit Feng Yan on the back. 

 

Feng Yan's things fell to the ground with a bang. 

 

"Feng Yan --!" Su Xiaowan looked at the man at the other end and was stunned. 

 

"Ah... Kill people, run..." those gangsters are young, inspired by the Lantern Festival, just came here. 

 

Yuanxiao looked at the scene in front of her, she was stunned there, full of blood, the man fell to the 

ground, originally bare handed, but now fragile. 



 

"What are you doing? Run away!" 

 

A light trembled, and she saw Feng Yan lying on the ground. The clothes on her arm had been cut open. 

Now, the blood falling from the top of her head dropped on the ground drop by drop. 

 

Tick 

 

Tick 

 

The whole world, it seems, is the sound. 

 

She suddenly knelt on the ground, "Feng Yan..." 

 

She did not dare to touch him, because he saw that there was blood all the way from his ears to his 

head. 

 

It's a stick. The stick knocked on Feng Yan's head while he was unprepared... It's a head, it's nothing... 

Moreover, Feng Yan's head has not been good. 

 

"Feng... Feng Yan, let's go to the hospital, let's go to the hospital..." 

 

Tears keep falling, strong smell around diffuse, as if all of a sudden even the heart can't stand. 

 

"It's all my fault, Feng Yan, it's all my fault..." 

 

Man because of pain, suddenly lost any voice, looking at her hand in shaking, flustered. 

 

With blurred tears in her eyes, Su Xiaowan pulled Feng Yan from the ground, but she couldn't carry it. It 

seemed that there was a mountain on her shoulder. 

 

She couldn't find a cell phone, and she couldn't reach anyone. 

 

The man's face was pale, black, with cold light permeating the place. 

 

"I'm fine..." 

 

Pulling those two words, I almost bit them out. 

 

"Feng Yan, hold on, I'll take you to the hospital --!" In the car, Su Xiaowan managed to drag people into 

the car. Now she looks at Feng Yan. 

 

Feng Yan once did that for her. 



 

She's really not going to know for the rest of her life. 
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The man's hand tightly clenched into a fist, that is not good-looking face hanging beads of sweat, teeth 

bite tightly, seems to be trying to endure the pain. 

 

At the moment, she took a look at him, got out of the car immediately, went to his end, stretched out 

her hand to fasten his seat belt, "Feng Yan, if you can bear it, I'll take you to the hospital --!" 

 

There was tension in her eyes. This was the first time that she met such a thing. She was flustered. 

 

The man sat in the co pilot's seat, looking at her worried face, like the soft sponge soothing his heart. 

 

He watched the woman's face closely, and could see that she was nervous. "Are you worried about 

me?" 

 

Su Xiaowan was stunned for a moment, and looked at the man's appearance. "Feng Yan, hold on, I'm 

sure I won't let you do anything!" 

 

I won't let you do anything. 

 

He looked at the shape of her lips. He should have heard her right. 

 

It seems that in my memory, someone also said these words to him. 

 

Is she worried about him? 

 

Su Xiaowan quickly drove the car to the nearest hospital, carried the man's arm on his shoulder from the 

co driver's seat, and used all his strength to carry the man to the hospital. 

 

…… 

 

The security guard at the door looked at the woman at that end. Inside, he pushed a cart. The doctor in 

the emergency room immediately followed him. "He was beaten with a stick. I don't know where so 

much blood came from..." 

 

"You pay for it." The doctor at the other end took a look at Su Xiaowan. The impression on her face was 

very deep. He looked at the man again, and then told someone to send the comatose man to the 

emergency room, and immediately called the police. 

 

Su Xiaowan nervously looks at the rescue room at the other end and tries to calm down. With the help 

of the nurse, she contacts Fengyi and buys a ointment. 

 



An hour later, the lights in the operating room went out, and the doctor came out in a white mandarin 

jacket. 

 

"What's the matter with him, doctor?" 

 

"The trauma has damaged the tympanic membrane and nerves, so he needs to be hospitalized. Has he 

ever been hit in the head and hurt his ears before? This time, it's very serious. He can't delay it any 

longer." 

 

The first time, that time, I took a taxi with an ashtray. 

 

"How is he now, doctor?" 

 

The doctor glanced at her, looked at the woman's pale face, still very angry, "the degree of injury is the 

most serious I have ever seen, we have bandaged the wound, the blood in the leg is stopped, the 

problem is not big, the biggest problem is his ears... After that, there may be hearing loss, nausea, 

vomiting, or you may become deaf at any time, you should be prepared in advance." 

 

deaf person. 

 

Su Xiaowan was surprised, and the two words grabbed all her perception. 

 

Su Xiaowan was stunned for a moment. She first looked at the man who was retreating, but she just ran 

into the man's bottomless eyes. 

 

Heart rate, slightly accelerated. 

 

Feng Yan, who is so proud, will become deaf? 

 

unable. 

 

Feng Yan was arranged into the intensive care unit, because Su Xiaowan didn't seem to have no money, 

so he couldn't be allowed to live in a luxury VIP ward. Although it was a single room, the environment 

was not particularly good. 

 

Outside the window, suddenly it rained heavily. She went to the window, closed the window and turned 

around. The man half closed his eyes and probably fell asleep. 

 

Only such a quiet appearance, it seems... A little quiet years. 

 

Looking at Feng Yan's pale face, thinking of the doctor's care, he took the hot water pot at the head of 

the bed and wanted to get a pot of boiling water to drink when he woke up. 

 

As a result, as soon as she got to the door, the man's eyes opened and looked at her straightly, which 



made her feel as if her back was about to be seen as a hole. She turned back and was a bit at a loss. 

 

"Come here." 

 

"Feng Yan, I'm going to fetch water, and I'll be back soon --!" 

 

As a result, before his voice fell, he watched Feng Yan pull out his needle. Su Xiaowan ran over and held 

his body down. "Feng Yan, you're sick. You have to lie in bed!" 

 

"Don't go!" That wrist tightly is grasped by him, let a person have no way to struggle to open. 

 

I don't know why, this kind of Fengyan... Is a little distressing. 

 

In the end, it was her reason that made Feng Yan so bad, "OK, I won't go." 

 

Voice did not fall, the original pull her arm suddenly a loose, suddenly took her shoulder, her whole 

person involved in the arms. 

 

Su Xiaowan was shocked. 

 

His breath was light and shallow, brushing his cheek. 

 

"Feng Yan, are you... Are you still uncomfortable? Is the ear uncomfortable? " 

 

The man didn't speak because she couldn't hear anything. 

 

"I'm sorry, it's all because of me. If it wasn't for me, you wouldn't be like this. I'm sorry..." 

 

She said a lot of sorry. 

 

"Su Xiaowan." The man pestered her like a child, "kiss me." 

 

Su Xiaowan was stunned for a moment, and then responded, "Feng Yan, you are sick! Stop it... " 

 

But the next second, he kisses the lip. 

 

Su Xiaowan was so dazed by the kiss that she almost indulged in the man's kiss. 

 

"Was... Afraid?" 

 

Su Xiaowan looked at him with a heavy complexion. His face was white and red. 

 

Su Xiaowan shook her head. 

 



"Liar --!" 

 

He cried and said that he was not afraid at all. He looked stupid and said, "put this on me. Don't take it 

off for me in the future." 

 

It's the emerald necklace. It's from his mother. 

 

"Well." The man put the necklace around her neck and looked at her. 

 

He pressed the back of her head and deepened the kiss. 

 

"Cough, cough!" 

 

There was a sound at the door, interrupting the blazing environment. 

 

"Get out." 

 

Suddenly hear a voice, Feng Yan low curse a, at the moment stretch out a hand to pull good Su 

Xiaowan's clothes, turn a Mou son to stare that person, that nurse weak ground open mouth, "I am to 

change medicine, your girlfriend's face wants to deal with." 

 

The nurse took a strange look at the two people inside. One was very beautiful, the other was a little 

ugly. It could be said that it was a flower on the cow dung. 

 

Even such men have objects. 

 

Su Xiaowan was glanced at by the nurse's eyes. Her face was about to burn up. Looking at the man at 

the moment, she really wanted to beat him up. 

 

Su Xiaowan lowers her head. If the nurse didn't come in just now, is it... What's going to happen 

between her and Feng Yan? 

 

She looked at the man on the bed. "I'll get you some water." 

 

Looking at her actions, Feng Yan said, "you dare to go out of the door to try!" 

 

He always used this kind of threatening tone, Su Xiaowan frowned, "Feng Yan, I thought you ignored me 

again!" 

 

However, this uncertain man is very childish. 

 

Su Xiaowan went out and made a phone call with her mobile phone. As a result, she received many 

messages from Xiyan, "Xiaowan, I'm back." 

 



She hurriedly called in the past, "Xiyan, are you back?" 

 

"Well, I've been back for several days. Haven't anything happened to you these days?" 

 

"No, I'm fine, but... Feng Yan is in hospital. I'll come to see you when he's ready." 

 

Thinking of the sound that night, Xia Xiyan was slightly relieved, so... Didn't they sleep together? 

 

"Good." 

 

Hung up the phone, she turned her head, looking at the man coming, holding a bunch of flowers, seems 

to be to see who, Su Xiaowan as far as possible to ignore the man, to go. 

 

But who knows, the man suddenly stopped the way. 
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Inside the hospital, it was very cold, probably because of a stream of disinfectant, which made her heart 

wash again. 

 

"Su Xiaowan." 

 

Under the black eyes, a certain edge flashed. Xia Chenyan looked at the ring on the woman's hand. A 

few days ago, he didn't look at it carefully. Now, it's bright and dazzling. The man's light is heavy. "His 

ring is really shining." 

 

Think of Xia Chenyan before also sent ring, but Su Xiaowan is not willing to take. 

 

In Su Xiaowan's mind, she knows very well what it means to wear a ring. 

 

Su Xiaowan, are you going to spend your whole life with Feng Yan? Maybe, it's just not suitable 

 

"You are so cruel." 

 

"I've been thinking about you for so many years, but you've forgotten all about it." Xia Chenyan quietly 

looking at the woman around, she was insignificant, but in this period of time, but how can not forget 

her existence. 

 

This woman is the one he has been thinking about for a long time. At that time, he couldn't get her. 

When he thought about her when she was just in college, her piano music surprised him all the time... 

The feeling that he couldn't get it without giving up made his later life a mess. 

 

He did a lot of things for her, a lot of 

 

"Xia Chenyan, I will not betray my husband, he loves me very much!" 



 

"I'm yelling at my husband. As far as I know, you don't even have an engagement. At most, it's illegal 

cohabitation!" He found that Feng Yan did not marry her at all. 

 

So he still has a chance, even if the chance is slim, he will try. 

 

Maybe, she will come back to her side. 

 

Maybe it won't be like this. 

 

"Is there a difference?" 

 

"Of course." Xia Chenyan's eyes fixed on her tightly, "you are not legal yet!" 

 

"I was meant to marry him, and he was meant to marry me, did you see that? This is for me. I think you 

know better than me 

 

The jade is the keepsake of Feng's mistress 

 

"But what if I want you?" The corner of the man's mouth hook, a grasp of her wrist, "know what Feng 

Yan did for you? For you, he wants to catch up with me... " 

 

The man suddenly bent down, finished the words, lowered to kiss her cheek, "Xia Chenyan, you are 

crazy!" Su Xiaowan pushes Xia Chenyan away with a look of conflict. 

 

"You think I'm joking? I can let bygones be bygones. I just want you to be with me. " The man pursed his 

lips, eyes deep. 

 

"I won't like you any more!" 

 

The man stood closer, as if everyone around him had nothing to do with him. "You don't have to be so 

hostile. I like you. I like you aboveboard." 

 

"Xia Chenyan, don't you understand? I don't like you, especially after your mother has done these things 

to me. I just hate it 

 

She carried the water to go, but listened to him say, "I will take you away, Su Xiaowan. No matter what 

the cost, I will take you away." 

 

The light words, as if talking about today's weather in general. 

 

"I'm afraid you'll never get it." 

 

"Young master Xia, madam has been calling your name." The agent looked at the woman standing at the 



door. Over the years, Su Xiaowan was really a cancer. 

 

"For the sake of her, did you ignore your mother?" 

 

Su Xiaowan immediately gained countless eyes, which with condemnation, as if he robbed someone 

else's boyfriend. 

 

Su Xiaowan doesn't know why Chen Yi is also in this hospital. She just 

 

"Su Xiaowan, you are really powerful. You've made your wife the target of thousands of people. Are you 

very proud?" 

 

Su Xiaowan has no language. 

 

"Ma'am, it's none of your business that you've done so much harm to me because of you? You are so 

powerful. We can't do anything about you if we tie up Feng Yan! " 

 

The agent turned to look at the Xia Chenyan, eyes deep. 

 

"Master Xia, madam, it's time to wait!" 

 

Xia Chenyan expected to verify Chen Yi's affairs. All along, in her heart, her mother was gentle and 

generous, but now all of them were destroyed. 

 

He just entered a second, the Dean came, "madam, please transfer!" 

 

"If you don't transfer to another hospital, I'll have someone move you out immediately." 

 

Xia Chenyan clenched his fist. 

 

Fengyan is too deceiving. 

 

…… 

 

Feng Yi received the call, did not dare to delay, and immediately rushed back, looking at Feng Yan lying 

there. 

 

"Young master, how are you?" 

 

Feng Yan ran out of the hospital alone, which made them easy to find. Unexpectedly, he went to talk to 

others alone 

 

Now the young master is like a little boy. 

 



"... I saw young master Xia and young grandmother in the corridor just now. Mrs. Xia was stimulated and 

treated here, but I have asked someone to drive them out. Those people are little gangsters who were 

inspired by a woman. The police have intervened. They are the younger sister of Yuanyi of the company. 

She said that they were kidnapped in order to revenge on young grandmother. We found them in her 

account, A while ago, she took a sum of money. The source of the money... Was given by Mrs. Xia. " 

 

He didn't hear what Fengyi said, but he spoke the words "young master Xia" and "young granny" 

through his lips. 

 

At the thought of what Mrs. Xia had done to Su Xiaowan, Feng Yan was furious. 

 

"I remember that the cover of Xiashi group's tender document is the same as Shen's this time in 

Xianghai International..." 

 

Fengyi immediately understood Fengyan's words, collusion, in business competition, is a very malicious 

move. 

 

If the two groups collude in bidding privately, they will be disqualified from bidding. Xia Shi has been 

working in the catering industry, and she wants to show her strength to Haiji. Shen Shi Group also wants 

to get a share. However, this bidding is very low-key. If the two groups collude in bidding together, they 

will bear criminal responsibility, and even compensate 500% of the purchase amount. 

 

This project will cost 10 billion. 

 

Of course, if the young master makes a big deal of this matter, Shen may bite back and apply for rights 

protection. Xia needs to pay a fine of more than 500% of the purchase amount. There is no such as the 

list of bad behavior records. 

 

Within ten years, it is forbidden to participate in bidding activities, or even get a business license, which 

constitutes a crime and will be investigated for criminal responsibility according to law. 

 

"I'll order it down at once." 

 

Feng Yi looked at him and listened to him say, "if she asks about the ear, don't say it too much, just say 

that my leg is not good. It's a relapse of the old disease." 

 

"Get out!" 

 

Feng Yan sat there alone for a while, but Su Xiaowan didn't come back. 

 

Finally, he went out in his medical suit and saw Xia Chenyan, who was there. He walked over and 

punched him on the bridge of the nose. 

 

"Feng Yan --!" 



 

Xia Chenyan is not a fighter. Comparatively speaking, he is powerless. 

 

Xia Chenyan looks at the appearance of the letter. He is jealous and crazy. Su Xiaowan's words just now 

hit him one by one. 

 

What he can't get, how can Feng Yan get it. 

 

"Do you know what happened between me and her past? Feng Yan, you can't have it all your life! " 

 

"Su Xiaowan won't fall in love with you..." Xia Chenyan's voice is hoarse, "you hide something from him, 

she will soon..." the second half of his sentence is sealed, and he can't say anything. 

 

After that, the security guard went upstairs and took the people out. 

 

Feng Yan touched his ears, as if his voice was getting inaudible. 

 

…… 

 

Su Xiaowan back to the ward, the man looked at her, "have you seen Xia Chenyan?" 

 

The words were not questions, but determined voices. 

 

Su Xiaowan felt sorry for putting things beside him. He never went out. How could he know? 

 

Can you smell her? 

 

She did not intend to hide, nodded very honest answer, "just met in the corridor..." 

 

She looked at his gloomy face, poured a glass of water and handed it to him, "Feng Yan, are you angry 

again? I didn't mean to see him... " 

 

"Don't talk to him or see him in the future." Feng Yan looked at her and pinched her cheek. "If you don't 

listen, I'll tell everyone that you are my woman." 

 

Su Xiaowan wants to cry without tears, "what if it happened by chance?" 

 

"As long as you don't take the initiative to find him, you won't meet!" 

 

"... I won't look for him in the future." 

 

As if that sentence was very helpful to him, "come and feed me water!" 

 

"Feng Yan..." later she thought, forget it, it was her own harm to Feng Yan. 



 

The next second, he raised his hand in front of her, held her hand, and sent it to his mouth. As soon as 

he spoke, the man's breath sprayed on her face. 

 

The man frowned, "hot!" 

 

"What?" 

 

"Hot." Su Xiaowan didn't hear clearly and didn't think about it. She raised her eyebrows and looked 

naive. 

 

"The water is not hot any more. I'll take it at room temperature!" Su Xiaowan explained. 

 

"If you don't believe it, try it yourself." 

 

Su Xiaowan's face doesn't believe evil. She takes a drink. Just as she is about to swallow it, suddenly her 

lips are blocked. The man absorbs nutrients and cleans her mouth. 

 

It was like eating something good. 

 

Su Xiaowan's face suddenly flushed, "Feng Yan --!" 

 

"Don't seduce me like that in the future!" 

 

Su Xiaowan stammered, "Feng Yan! How can I seduce you! " 

 

"You stick your tongue out at me." 

 

Su Xiaowan's face was flushed and her heart was beating. 

 

Pink face makes a man in a good mood. 

 

"Shy?" The man's black eyes are fixed on the woman's cheek. 

 

"Feng Yan, take the medicine quickly!" 

 

But the man imprisoned her hands, took the ointment on one side and daubed it for her. In such a few 

minutes, where did the ointment come from. 

 

After all, the little nurse was scared away by him. 

 

"What did you do with him?" 

 

So suddenly, Su Xiaowan said, "nothing has been done." 



 

"Did he kiss you?" 

 

Su Xiaowan didn't know why he suddenly asked, but he shook his head, "No." 

 

"On his birthday, you gave him a stone, which was engraved with words, oh, and stars all over the sky." 

Feng Yan has to be mentioned bit by bit. 

 

It's like talking about her crimes. 

 

As if those long-term memory, suddenly became her and Feng Yan's. 

 

Xia Chenyan asked for the stars all over the sky. She didn't prepare a gift originally... But the sour taste 

 

"Feng Yan... Your birthday present, didn't I send it before?" 
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Thinking of that birthday gift, Feng Yan was very angry. Was it a birthday gift for himself? Not to give 

him a check, so give yourself a treat first? 

 

"One meal a day is enough for you?" 

 

“……” 

 

Can birthday be compared with eating? 

 

…… 

 

When Su Xiaowan went out to buy a meal, he heard a nurse talking at the door, "although the patient in 

ward 1102 is not good-looking, he is really handsome when he hits someone. The thief has a feeling that 

he can ignore his face." 

 

"My mother, you are so handsome. You didn't see it. The speed of taking out the fist is super fast." 

 

"That fist down, my God, it's my God." 

 

1102 is where Feng Yan lives. 

 

They're talking about Feng Yan? 

 

strike? Who are you fighting? 

 

Feng Yan's legs are not good. How can he go out and beat people 

 



Due to the fear that Feng Yan was hungry, Su Xiaowan ran out in a hurry. The nurse at the other end 

continued to talk, "don't think about it. They have a girlfriend." 

 

"But was this woman raped by her family? I heard that she was in collusion with the man who had been 

beaten before, so the patient went to beat people --!" 

 

"Shh, stop talking. The head nurse knows that we are talking about patients here. It's time to be scolded 

again --!" 

 

In the distance, the fat head nurse stood there, looking at the female nurses. The female nurses shut up 

and began to work. 

 

Although the leg still has some pain, but I don't know why, she thought of Feng Yan, it doesn't hurt. 

 

It's her fault that Feng Yan became like this. 

 

Su Xiaowan bought rice and passed by a florist. He thought of Feng Yan's words. 

 

"Madame, do you have any seeds for lettering?" 

 

"Little girl, you've just arrived. They're just dandelion seeds, but it's good to send them to your lover." 

 

Su Xiaowan looks at the flower language written on it. 

 

Dandelion's words: eternal love. 

 

However, it seems that this is the only one. Zhinan should not know what to say. However, if Feng Yan 

knew, he would not feel that he was confessing to him. 

 

He's a narcissist. 

 

I'm sure I'll think about it. 

 

"Madame, then I want this bunch of flowers --!" 

 

"No more seeds?" 

 

"I'll buy it later. I'm afraid he doesn't like it." 

 

"Just a moment. I'll wrap it for you." 

 

Su Xiaowan looked at the seeds at that end. Several seeds already have names on them. It should be 

that someone will come to take them later. 

 



Sure enough, not long after, there were several junior high school students at that end, "Madame, I took 

the things first --!" 

 

"Madame, what kind of seed is this?" 

 

The landlady wrapped the bouquet and looked at it, "Oh, I was cheated when I bought this thing. The 

man said that it was the seed of Puya flower, which blooms only once a hundred years... Who would buy 

such a seed..." 

 

"Madame, I want one of these." 

 

"You want this? The flower will bloom in the past 100 years... "The landlady exclaimed. No one has ever 

asked this thing since it came in. This flower seed is very common. Like a stone, no one will pick it up on 

the road. Moreover, the climate here and whether this seed will bloom in the next 100 years are still 

unknown. 

 

"Well, I'll take this one." 

 

"Please help me engrave the name on it --!" 

 

Su Xiaowan wrote Feng Yan's name on her mobile phone, and then handed it to the landlady. The 

landlady looked at Su Xiaowan, and naturally she would like someone to buy her the seed of this flower. 

 

Su Xiaowan looked at herself in the mirror. Her face was swollen. She reached out and touched it. 

Fortunately, nothing happened. 

 

It's just Lantern Festival. 

 

She can't just let it go. 

 

…… 

 

Chen Jie once again reached the top of the hot search. 

 

It's a three-level film made by Chen Jie before. She married the Xia family and spent a lot of money to 

get rid of it. But now it's getting more and more intense, and it's turned over again. 

 

Chen Jie was ill. During this time, she had mental problems, so the public security bureau just gave her a 

criminal detention sentence, not out of Jiangcheng. 

 

You can recuperate at home. 

 

At the moment, the old man Xia in the old house is almost angry when he sees the news. The Xia family 

is a clean family. At the beginning, he was looking for a suitable woman to be his daughter-in-law, but 



after a few years, the woman hooked up with young master Xia and finally became Mrs. Xia. 

 

Of course, if she had not given birth to Xia Chenyan, Xia would not have recognized him. 

 

Even if she became Mrs. Xia now, Mr. Xia didn't like this woman. He met her once a year at most. 

 

I didn't expect that originally I just thought that this woman had some means. Now it seems that... It's all 

for the purpose of marrying into a rich and ambitious woman. 

 

"Because this woman has caused me so many troubles. If she makes any more troubles, I'll shoot her!" 

 

Master Xia came out of the army. He was an upright soldier. Although he retired from the army now, he 

still couldn't tolerate sand in his eyes. 

 

Chen yiruan only shed tears on the lawn. All the time, master Xia didn't like him either, because he 

forced away the daughter-in-law that the master liked and made the woman depressed. He didn't like 

his son. 

 

I heard that after he died, he was going to donate all his things to others instead of giving her a little. 

 

Xia Chenyan looked at the tightly closed door, "Mom, is it really you who did Xiaowan's work?" 

 

He didn't want to believe that his mother would do such things again and again. 

 

The woman covered her face and cried bitterly, "I didn't do it. She didn't invite me to provoke me. What 

should I do with her! It's not really me. " 

 

"Mom, are you going to cheat me now?" 

 

Chen Yi tears straight, "I just teach her a lesson, she seduced you first, I teach her is natural --!" 

 

"She said that after I broke up with her that day, you went to see her. What did you do to her?" 

 

Chen Yi laughs sarcastically. Her own son is now questioning her one by one. Is he doing all this for 

himself? 

 

"I'm all like this. You still think about that woman. How many enchanting herbs did she give you? Chen 

Yan, we've been driven out. It's very possible that these won't belong to us in the future." 

 

Such scandals are not allowed in such a strict family as Xia family. Without exception, Chen Jie was killed 

by his family name. In the future, Chen Jie's life and death have nothing to do with them. 

 

What does Xia mean? It can be imagined that Chen Yi has worked hard for half her life, planning her own 

life, and has not taken a wrong step, but she has been killed by Su Xiaowan. 



 

She went to ask for a favor from master Xia, but he didn't even see her. He even told her that if he 

continued to appear in front of him, Xia Chenyan would be expelled from the board of directors. He 

would rather transfer his property to others than let his grandson interfere. 

 

Chen Yi for Xia Chenyan, paid how much effort, she has no way, can only put all the gas to his mouth 

pharynx. 

 

Xia Chenyan is very busy, because Feng Yan starts to attack his company. It's the Shen family who 

attacks him. 

 

He had no time to take advantage of the means of killing people with a knife. 

 

In shopping malls, in order to get something of interest, one by one they are as cold as stones. In their 

eyes, there is only supreme right, as if they can sacrifice everything for those things. 

 

Xia Chenyan clenched his fist and hit the table. 

 

Feng Yan! 

 

It's all a means of confining one person. 

 

But what should he do now? 

 

Women don't get it. Even their careers are so bad. 

 

He hit the table angrily, "young master, what should we do now?" 

 

…… 

 

Seeing the news on the Internet, Lu Shimian can't reverse it at the moment. At first glance, it's the 

means of Fengyan, which doesn't allow people to turn around. His style of doing things is just like that. 

 

I just didn't expect that it would be such a sensation all over the world. Because of Chen Jie's affair, 

many people are talking about it and become a laughing stock at the dinner table. 

 

When she was young, Chen Jie was the dream lover of many men. When she started her career, she 

became a sensation. Later, she married Xia family, which was a big hit at that time. 

 

But a lot of things, far more than what they see, at the moment, the man at that end is wringing his 

eyebrows, and he doesn't know what Chen Jie has done to Feng Yan. 

 

No, it should be done to Su Xiaowan. 

 



After checking, we found out that Feng Yan lived in the hospital. 

 

For a time, the scene was a bit out of control. 

 

And Feng Yan's hospitalization made Lu Shimian in a bad mood. 

 

He immediately rushed to the hospital, looking at the small ward, thought he was in the wrong place, 

but who knows, but looked at the man lying there in a very happy mood. 

 

You know, Feng Yan has a habit of cleanliness, which is very serious. His life must be clean, not even a 

trace of dust. 

 

If you look at the ground full of pots and pans, it's normal. As a result, looking at the man with a smile, 

you feel that this letter Yan must be a brain fault. 

 

"What are you grinning at the air for? Feng Yan, it looks like you're really hurt. " 

 

The man watched him come in, immediately took back his smile, "how come?" 

 

"You're all hurt. Can I come and see you?" Lu Shimian looked around and didn't see the woman, "what 

about her? You're like this. She won't take care of you? " 

 

"... speak up." 

 

"Are you really deaf? Feng Yan, are you really confused by this woman? Do you know what you are 

doing now? " 

 

"Shi Mian, all I want in my life is her." What he said is wrong. 

 

"You and she are not from the same world at all. Will she do something he doesn't like for you? Feng 

Yan Lu Shimian didn't expect that he would say these words to himself, which he didn't expect. 

 

"Now that she's in my world, I won't let her go." 

 

"Are you in love with her?" 
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Lu Shimian's eyes were deep, and he stopped for a few seconds without leaving. 

 

It seems that there is a kind of magic in Feng Yan, which is... A kind of love. 

 

The sound was loud, and Feng Yan heard it. 

 

"I thought I was obvious enough." 



 

That sentence is, let Lu Shimian's heart slightly tight, he dare not ask, because he is afraid of the result. 

 

One fell in, and the other, too. What's the magic in Su Xiaowan's body, so that the two men can enjoy it, 

so that she can ignore her brother. 

 

"No matter what, the body is the most important, don't let yourself hurt for her!" 

 

The man's voice is very loud, seems to be in order to cooperate with him, "when Mian, do I look like 

someone who will wrongly himself?" 

 

"What about her? Does she love you, too? " 

 

Smell speech, the man of that end hesitated, "she can love me, also can love me a person only." 

 

Lu Shimian tightened his brows. 

 

She will love me and only me. 

 

People like Feng Yan are so confident. 

 

He thought of himself. If he had such self-confidence, would things be easier? 

 

Maybe not. 

 

After all, they are not the same kind of people. 

 

When Lu Shimian came out of the ward, he looked at Su Xiaowan, who was out of breath. He looked 

very young, with sweat on his beautiful face. 

 

I didn't see myself. 

 

"Hello He yelled at her. 

 

Smell speech, Su Xiaowan turned over, looking at the man in front of him, is Lu Shimian, "Lu Shao, how 

did you come?" 

 

"There's my brother lying inside. I don't know what you're going to do if I don't come to see him!" 

 

The words were aggressive, like what happened to Feng yangei by Su Xiaowan. 

 

It's a bit of... A resentful woman. 

 

Before he thought of it, he was very hostile to himself. Before he thought of it, Feng Yan said that he had 



a wife... But he seemed to be separated. 

 

"Lu Shao, are you a double..." 

 

"Lao Tzu is a straight man with good manners!" 

 

Su Xiaowan was shocked by his words, and then heard him say, "since you are married to Feng Yan, 

don't give me any time! If Feng Yan's ears are deaf, you'll be her ears. If I find out that you're thinking 

about everything, I'll be the first to let you go. " 

 

"Three in the morning and four in the evening? What do you mean, Lu Shao? " 

 

"You know it!" As the man leaves, Su Xiaowan looks at the man's back. 

 

Young master Lu, have you taken any explosives? What does she know? 

 

She doesn't know what's wrong with Master Lu! 

 

Besides, she has to be Feng Yan. 

 

She said goodbye and listened to the voice inside. She carried something and pushed the door in. Feng 

Yan was sitting in a wheelchair, facing the window. She put the thing on the table and ran to it. "Feng 

Yan, is it uncomfortable to stay in this ward?" 

 

For a man like Feng Yan, how ever did he live in such a place? His bathroom is bigger than here. If it 

wasn't for him, he didn't need to live in such a place. 

 

"You went for an hour!" 

 

Su Xiaowan looked at him and explained, "it's just lunch time, so the waiting time is a little long. Feng 

Yan, I went to several stores to buy you porridge. Do you want to try it? This company is the most... " 

 

"Young master, VIP ward has been arranged." Feng Yi's voice suddenly interrupted Su Xiaowan's words. 

Su Xiaowan was carrying something, but his hand was empty. 

 

"What did you buy?" He seems to ignore the Fengyi, his eyes fall on Su Xiaowan, as if he can only see her 

existence. 

 

Su Xiaowan was stunned. He looked at the letter and opened the food bag. "It's preserved egg and lean 

meat porridge. I don't know what you like..." 

 

"I love it." 

 

As long as you buy it, I like it. 



 

He didn't take anything, just took the things Su Xiaowan bought, turned and looked at her, Fengyi's hand 

was not on the wheelchair, "don't you push me?" 

 

Su Xiaowan was stunned in the same place and couldn't come back for a long time 

 

She looked at the direction of Feng Yan's back, covered her heart and murmured to herself. 

 

Why does she feel her heart beating? 

 

Following a man is something she never had. 

 

The tall body seems to feel the woman's wrong, big hand tightly hold her palm, "what's the matter?" 

 

"Nothing. Let's go now." 

 

…… 

 

Crisscross overpass car to car, a black sports car stopped there, looking at the photo in front of him. 

 

"Well, why is he in hospital again? Is it the damned woman who did it 

 

Sitting in the car, the woman's eyes burned with anger and patted the steering wheel hard. 

 

"It's said that the young master was hit on the head by an iron bar in order to save the woman. He had a 

concussion. He also injured the eardrum, which affected his hearing. His ears may become deaf again. 

Moreover, the doctor of the hospital said that the young master's leg was also injured. Now he can only 

sit in a wheelchair every day." 

 

"Is this dead woman trying to kill Feng Yan?" 

 

"Go and find out where Fengyan is!" 

 

"Yes." 

 

Soon, the location came from the other end. Shen Qi'er drove the car to the hospital. As soon as she got 

off the car, she looked at the woman who was carrying things. She went straight to the hospital. 

 

"That's how you married him? Take care of let him often in and out of this kind of place! Do you know 

who he is? " 

 

Su Xiaowan frowned and stiffened. Listening to the chatter of the woman, she knew that she had made 

a mistake. She was always making up for it. "It's my fault. I won't deny it." 

 



Pop. 

 

All of a sudden, the woman waved her hand and slapped Su Xiaowan in the face. She said angrily, "if it 

wasn't for you, he wouldn't have suffered such a crime! You damned woman. " 

 

Su Xiaowan was so badly slapped that the thermos on her hand fell off. The thermos was not tightly 

covered. She thought Feng Yan must be hungry, so she didn't cover it tightly. 

 

It's just because it's not covered, now it's all spilled out. 

 

The nutritious soup was all sprinkled on the floor. When Su Xiaowan picked it up again, there was no 

soup left in the thermos and it was empty. 

 

She raised her face and looked at the woman stubbornly, "Miss Shen, he's my husband. He didn't even 

blame me. Why do you think that?" 

 

"You don't really have a long memory! Why should I! I grew up with Feng Yan. He is the man I like! If it 

wasn't for you, he would only marry me, and only I am qualified to stand beside him! " Shen Qi'er 

reaches out her hand, but Su Xiaowan holds it. 

 

"Miss Shen, I can forget that slap just now. After all, I'm sorry for Feng Yan. That's what I deserve. But 

now, if you hit me, I'll fight back." 

 

"You dead woman... Dare to fight back!" 
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Shen Qi'er's wrist was firmly grasped by Su Xiaowan. Unexpectedly, this damned woman's hand strength 

was quite strong, and she was going to die of pain. 

 

This damned woman. 

 

Su Xiaowan looks at her. 

 

"If it is known that Miss Shen is beating people in public, what do you say in tomorrow's newspaper?" 

 

"You dare to threaten me! 

 

"Miss Shen, I don't know whether to threaten or not. All I know is that Feng Yan is my husband, and his 

wife's name is me. Anyway, Miss Shen is thinking about a married man, but the behavior of Xiao San!" 

 

"Little three! You say I'm a junior! " Now Shen Qi'er wants to kill her. 

 

How can she be such a proud person. 

 



Damned woman. 

 

"Isn't Miss Shen? Isn't Feng Yan's wife me? " 

 

This damned woman even threatens herself with her career. She thinks about Chen Yi... Shen Qi'er 

gnashes her teeth angrily. 

 

Stepping on high-heeled shoes and turning to leave, she finally got to this step, just to match with Feng 

Yan, so she can't have any blemish in her career, and absolutely can't have any bad news. In her life, she 

will only be Feng Yan. 

 

There are many ways to deal with this woman. 

 

But we should not be eager for quick success and instant benefit. 

 

take your time. 

 

……… 

 

Su Xiaowan couldn't help it. She felt the seeds in her pocket. She didn't know where they were, but at 

the moment, it seemed that she could only solve the problem. 

 

She had to cook porridge for Feng Yan again in the ward. 

 

The three meals of the day were porridge. She felt that she was going to have anorexia, but Feng Yan ate 

with relish and ate all her food every day. 

 

But he has no sense of taste. Maybe everything he eats is the same! Most of them are just to fill their 

stomachs. In fact, Feng Yan's food intake is not large, and he is very picky. 

 

"Staring at me like that? Falling in love with me? " 

 

Su Xiaowan chopsticks pause, fall in love with? 

 

Unable to digest his words for a moment, she glanced at the man's face with direct and explicit eyes 

 

Su Xiaowan was a little uncomfortable and her eyes wandered away. She didn't hate Feng Yan, but she 

didn't fall in love with him. 

 

Once you fall in love, it takes a lifetime. 

 

She lowered her head, unable to look at Feng Yan's deep eyes, holding chopsticks in one hand, quickly 

holding vegetables. 

 



Pop. 

 

All of a sudden, Feng Yan's chopsticks hit her chopsticks. 

 

"Does anyone want to rob you?" 

 

She stuffed her mouth full and said, "Feng Yan, I'm so hungry. I haven't had enough for several days." 

 

"Come here!" The voice of the man comes, and Su Xiaowan looks up. 

 

"What for?" 

 

"Sit down." The man's tone with a strong, staring at her lips carefully watching, he is afraid to be su 

Xiaowan know, his ears. 

 

Su Xiaowan stood up and went to the man, "Feng Yan, I didn't want to grab food with you." 

 

"Sit here!" 

 

"... no place to sit!" The only seat is occupied by Feng Yan. Where does she sit? 

 

"I can't sit on my legs?" 

 

“……” 

 

On his legs? 

 

"Your leg is injured. I'm very heavy. If you press it up, you'll hurt if you crush it." 

 

"If I hurt, would you worry?" 

 

"Of course..." all of a sudden, the hand was so carried, the whole person fell on his leg, "I'm a man, if you 

can't hold one, I can't call it your man." 

 

Su Xiaowan's heart was warm. She took a look at it, and did not dare to offend him. After thinking about 

it, she still made up her mind, "Feng Yan, that... I'll sit down." 

 

Her face was hot, so she sat down cautiously. She didn't dare to sit down too hard. 

 

The next second, the man's hand tightly pressed on her waist, the whole person actually sat down. 

 

"Feng Yan..." 

 

"You're not heavy." 



 

"..." the man reached over her shoulder and swept all the dishes in front of him into Su Xiaowan's bowl. 

 

"What are you doing? They make it for you. " 

 

"Eat it." 

 

Because close to him, so the taste of the body is particularly strong, Su Xiaowan's heart beat very fast, 

she holds chopsticks, not refuse, eat one mouthful at a time. 

 

Soon, those things were wiped out by her. 

 

The man took out his cell phone and made a phone call. In a few minutes, he pushed a lot of delicious 

food from outside the ward. 

 

She looked at Feng Yan's side face, looking at the dishes one by one in front of her, full of them, "are 

these for me?" 

 

"Or what do you think?" 

 

"Thank you, Feng Yan." Su Xiaowan is really hungry. Simple porridge is not enough to fill her stomach. 

 

"Feng Yan, this is delicious. You can eat it too!" She put everything she felt delicious into the man's bowl. 

 

"What happened to the face?" He turned his head and saw her face. 

 

Looking at her face from a close distance, she immediately noticed that there were traces of nail marks. 

Su Xiaowan's face was always white and tender. It took a long time for a little scratch to disappear. Just 

a few days ago, it happened to be on her face, but it was only a few days. 

 

Su Xiaowan was slightly stunned and touched her face. It was clear that she had just looked in the 

mirror. Shen Qi'er's slap was heavier, but she didn't leave anything on her face. "What's wrong with my 

face?" 

 

"By whom?" 

 

This letter... Eyes have X-ray, right! You can see that. 

 

She swallowed saliva, she is not good at lying, "you read wrong, how can I be beaten, maybe today's 

cosmetics are a little allergic, I will not make up." 

 

Shen Qi'er's slap is right. She did harm Feng Yan on purpose. 

 

But not in the future. 



 

Such a stupid thing, do it once, there will be no second time. 

 

Besides, Feng Yan has always been very good to her. 

 

No matter whether she is Su Qiqi or Su Xiaowan, Feng Yan is very kind to her. She always knows how to 

repay her kindness. 

 

In half an hour. 

 

In and out of the doctor let Su Xiaowan square inch chaos, especially Cheng Weiwei face into. 

 

"Who did she meet today?" 

 

Cheng Weiwei was confused when asked by Feng Yan. Standing there, she felt as if she had been beaten 

in the face. She tried to recall, "my little grandmother is cooking soup at home today, and I haven't seen 

anyone." 

 

Feng Yan frowned, "on the way to the hospital?" 

 

"... the car didn't even run into a red light. It didn't stop at all. Instead, it was... I didn't find a parking 

space in the garage. My grandmother came up first." 

 

"Check the hospital surveillance!" 

 

Su Xiaowan's face is definitely not allergic, it's a hit! 

 

He wants to see who dares to touch his woman! 

 

…… 

 

In the corridor, Su Xiaowan stood there, pale and scolded by the doctor. 

 

"The young master's stomach itself is not good, these things can't be eaten at all, but he eats too much, 

which has seriously exceeded his stomach's bearing capacity..." 

 

Therefore, she once again made Feng Yan in trouble. 

 

When Cheng Weiwei came out, he looked at Su Xiaowan, who was blaming himself on one side, "young 

granny, young master asked you to go in!" 

 

Then he glared at the doctor. The doctor knew that he had said too much about Feng Yan's identity and 

the woman's identity. He couldn't offend him, "young grandma, I just said too much for the sake of the 

young master." 



 

Does the doctor think he wants to tell on Feng Yan! 

 

"I know you are for Fengyan's sake. I won't talk nonsense!" 

 

She looks like a snitch? 

 

When Su Xiaowan came in, he looked at Feng Yan's pale face and looked very weak. On the back of his 

hand, there was a drop. 

 

Two more bottles. 

 

She lowered her head. "I'm sorry." 

 

"Come here --!" 

 

She raised her head and looked coldly at the man. Su Xiaowan was uncomfortable with him. She bit her 

lip and said, "Feng Yan, I didn't mean to! I'm afraid you're hungry, so I want you to eat more. " 

 

"Who's to blame you?" 

 

"You don't blame me? Then you... "Her voice did not fall, listening to the voice of the man at that end," 

go and get the document. " 

 

Su Xiaowan was stunned for a moment. She looked up and saw that there were a lot of documents 

stacked on the sofa at that end. Did she ask him to come in and let her take the documents? 

 

However, looking at Feng Yan's hand which was hung with edema at the moment, "Feng Yan, your hand 

can't move blindly, it will bleed." 

 

"Read it to me." 

 

"Er..." 

 

She was worried that it was superfluous. 

 

Su Xiaowan took the stack of documents and put them on Feng Yan's bed. 

 

"Read the red file first." 

 

"Oh." 

 

Su Xiaowan read the first list, and then she got stuck. She opened it and put it in front of Feng Yan. "Feng 

Yan, I'm not familiar with the words." 



 

"You turn the page for me." The man whispered. 

 

"Good." 

 

She took the document and quietly looked at him. In front of him, it took only a few minutes to 

understand the difficult document. 

 

She has to admire, such a contrast, she in front of Feng Yan, really worthless, no wonder, will feel her 

level is very different from F, Y group, Feng Yan said very right, do not pay efforts, just rely on God's gift, 

even if you can have a good luck, next time, still will. 

 

Her eyes swept around his face. Feng Yan's outline was really exquisite. Her black eyes carefully 

reviewed the documents, her straight nose and thin lips 

 

She was attracted to everything. 

 

"Do you want me to work hard when you stare at me like that?" 

 

Su Xiaowan's eyes turned for a moment, "Feng Yan, you really look good when you work hard." 

 

Before she finished speaking, Feng Yan quickly gave her a kiss on the lips. 

 

Su Xiaowan's cheek is hot. "Why are you always like this?" 

 

"Always what?" 

 

The eyes of the wind and rain fixed on her, as if to burn her up. 

 

The air conditioner was on, but at that moment, Su Xiaowan felt hot all over. 

 

"Feng Yan, you know the consultant." 

 

How many times have you been kissing her today? And they won't tell her about it, which makes her 

unprepared. 

 

"I want to do more than kiss you in the future..." 
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Coughing, Su Xiaowan was choked by her own saliva, and immediately looked at Feng Yan innocently, 

with a light face. 

 

"Feng Yan, I'll get you a glass of water!" 

 



Su Xiaowan is too busy to run away. The man's lips are hooked, and then he smiles. 

 

She ran to the kitchen, took the kettle, poured water there, and her lips were still hot. Feng Yan... Liked 

her. 

 

When she stood for a long time, her glass was not full at all, and there was no water in the kettle, so she 

had to boil a pot of water again. 

 

But these days, because the ward has not been opened, the water is rusty. You know, those who can 

afford to live in the VIP ward are not bad money. They certainly won't use the water here. 

 

Su Xiaowan can only go outside to get water. 

 

"Some things, once trapped, can't go back, especially feelings..." an old woman stood there, as if 

educating her children. 

 

She just heard such a sentence when she walked over. She didn't mean to eavesdrop on it. She didn't 

know what was going on, so she heard such a sentence in her ear. 

 

Some things, once trapped, will never come back. 

 

She doesn't quite understand. 

 

Although she is 23 years old, no one is around her and preaches like her mother. If you don't understand 

it, you don't understand it. If you don't hit the south wall, you won't look back. 

 

But at the moment of turning around, she wants to be with Feng Yan... No matter who he is, since he 

doesn't hate himself, does that mean that he also wants to be with her? 

 

She came in with water, and Feng Yan was asleep. 

 

When I came in, I mentioned the stool and the water came out. 

 

One side of the head of the bed was wet. Su Xiaowan took a paper towel and wiped Feng Yan's bed. 

 

At night, she did not go to other places to rest, but sat on the side of Feng Yan's bed, looking down at 

Feng Yan's sleeping face. 

 

His eyes were heavy. 

 

Whether he is Feng Yan or Lu Li, she wants to be with him. 

 

When Feng Yan woke up, looking at the woman sitting on the side of the bed, he was surprised, "didn't 

you sleep?" 



 

"I had a nightmare and couldn't sleep." 

 

"Come and lie down." 

 

Su Xiaowan swallowed, "no, I'm not sleepy." 

 

"Don't you think I'm going to lie down with you?" 

 

"... where else would you like to go?" 

 

"When you fall asleep, I'll ask Fengyi to take a bath for me!" 

 

Su Xiaowan shrank her neck in silence, so she became amorous again. 

 

Soon, the fief pushed people inside. 

 

Lying on a bed full of masculinity, Su Xiaowan listens to the gurgling water. The door of the bathroom is 

not closed. I don't know if it was intentional. 

 

Her angle, can see inside completely. 

 

The glass climbed up a layer of hazy fog, vaguely reflecting everything inside, only to see the shower 

door he did not close, so hazy, she saw a slender figure standing under the shower, he slightly bent his 

back, head to the shower, splashing water 

 

It was hazy, but she could imagine how sexy the water was when it passed over his back. 

 

God, what is she doing? Xiao thinks about Feng Yan 

 

Suddenly, her mobile phone rings. Su Xiaowan is disturbed by the ring of the mobile phone. In order to 

prevent her from being found peeping, she immediately picks up her mobile phone and says, "young 

grandma, the breakfast of the young master is ready. Can I bring it to you?" 

 

"... well." 

 

After a while, the door at that end was knocked. Su Xiaowan got out of bed, went to bring in the bowl of 

porridge, and then closed the door. 

 

Ward, full of water bath sound, let her can't help peeping. 

 

Suddenly the door opened and Feng Yan was pushed out from inside. 

 

The four eyes are opposite. 



 

She immediately moved her eyes, "that... Feng Yan, you can have breakfast." 

 

"No?" 

 

"... what?" 

 

"I thought you were satisfied with it!" 

 

“…… ” 

 

"Shyness what? It's not like I haven't seen it! " 

 

“……” 

 

Until she sat at the dinner table, Su Xiaowan's face was still red. Instead, she was Feng Yan. She was as 

calm as if someone else had just been seen. 

 

At the thought of the bloody picture, her face turned red completely, and her sleepiness disappeared. 

 

…… 

 

In the afternoon, I received a phone call from Xiyan about the last signing of music score. Before 

contacting a foreign customer, Su Xiaowan's works are very expensive, because she is in urgent need of 

money, so every time she quotes, Xiyan will raise the price, especially the first cooperation. 

 

That customer contacted Xiyan several times, but because the price was too high, he never talked about 

it. 

 

As it happens, I'm here on business this time. 

 

That customer wants to meet Su Xiaowan and talk about it in person. 

 

"Feng Yan, I'll go out." 

 

"To do what?" 

 

"There was a client who wanted to sign a contract with me before, and I didn't know if it was good..." 

now, she doesn't intend to hide it. 

 

"You're not bad at all." 

 

She pauses. Is that for sure? 

 



"Come here --!" 

 

Su Xiaowan was stunned, but still walked over. 

 

Before he could react, Feng Yan leaned over her lips and gave her a kiss. 

 

"Feng Yan..." 

 

The man left her lips, narrow eyes tightly locked her, meaningful, "lucky kiss." 

 

Lucky kiss. 

 

"If you want to kiss me, what excuse do you have?" 

 

"Not everyone deserves my lucky kiss." A man's haughty mouth. 

 

Su Xiaowan's face is slightly red, "... You don't want to face." 

 

"Take my lucky kiss. If the signing doesn't go well, you still have to pay it back." 

 

"... also..." Su Xiaowan stare big eyes, some confused, "have not seen you this kind of strong buy strong 

sell." 

 

The man's lips slightly up, looking at her, "continue to stay, still want to continue to kiss?" 

 

"Feng Yan, I'm going." 

 

Su Xiaowan blushed and ran out of the ward. 

 

Looking at the figure leaving, Feng Yan took out his mobile phone, "check the people Su Xiaowan met, 

give him a sum of money to compensate, send him back, and, no matter how much price, buy the 

works." 

 

"Yes." 

 

…… 

 

Shen Yin knows that Su Qiqi has been sentenced for half a year. She is angry and lives in the hospital. 

When she leaves the hospital, she just bumps into Su Xiaowan. 

 

"Su Xiaowan!" 

 

Standing beside her is Su Zheng, who has gone through a lot of vicissitudes these days. He looks very 

old. 



 

When the man looked at Su Xiaowan, his eyes were cold and he refused to see her. 

 

"You damned man, because of you, it's because of you that our family is ruined." 

 

Shen Yin's words are for Su Zheng. Her daughter is locked in the cold place. She can't save her. But Su 

Zheng doesn't go to Su Xiaowan. She hates her. 

 

I hate my only daughter in my life, but I can only send her to prison. 

 

And this woman, live well, live a good life, is a man without conscience. 

 

This damned woman is a seductive fox. Her mother is a fox, and so is her daughter. 

 

"I'm responsible for everything she did wrong? Did I ask her to do these wrong things? Besides, Su Qiqi is 

just in prison. It's too early to say that his family is broken and his family is dead! " 

 

Su Xiaowan doesn't like Shen Yin. From the bottom of her heart, she has always been a person who 

won't be provoked by others. 

 

"Pa --!" 

 

Su Xiaowan was slapped by Su Zheng, "she is at least her sister. That's how you treat your sister!" 

 

Su Qiqi was the one who held it in his hand, but now he has to stay in it for half a year. 

 

"Should I tell Feng Yan to let Su Qiqi sentence him for ten years before he comes out?" 

 

Su Qiqi was sentenced for half a year, which is the heaviest criminal law, but if Feng Yan comes out, it 

will only be more serious. 

 

Although Su Xiaowan is hateful, it can be said that the damned consanguinity, cut constantly, she also 

can't do without looking. 

 

So, six months later, I just hope Su Qiqi can reflect on it. 

 

"You..." Shen Yinqi almost fainted, "Su Zheng, look for yourself, this is your good daughter! It's getting 

more and more eloquent now! " 

 

"I'll assume I never gave birth to you!" 

 

Su Zheng left in a huff. 

 

Never had a baby? 



 

Su Xiaowan's eyes look at the man. Has he ever been her daughter? Even for one day. 

 

did not. 

 

She is a hedgehog. If you stab her, she will stab you, too. Looking at the deep voice, "Mrs. Su, you won't 

be happy to see me, so I won't hinder your eyes." 

 

"You..." originally wanted to blacken Su Xiaowan's image, but unexpectedly, when it came to that time, 

he made himself a coquettish, and the people around him pointed out, plus Su Xiaowan's appearance. 

 

In the eyes of others, this is not bullying her! 

 

This fox. 

 

When Cheng Weiwei receives a call from Feng Yan, she looks at the family "bullying" Su Xiaowan. 

 

"Young granny, if you want to go out in the future, you must call me, or I will be fired!" 

 

Su Xiaowan, "... I'll talk about a contract. Nothing will happen." 

 

"Just now, I saw that the woman's eyes on her little grandmother were gnashing her teeth! If you are 

provoking more women like this, the young lady will suffer. " 

 

gnash the teeth in anger? 

 

Indeed, Shen Yin would like to kill her. 

 

But she doesn't hate her for a day or two. Su Xiaowan has been used to it for a long time, "don't worry, I 

will be bullied casually." 

 

Without Feng Yan, she lived so long, didn't she? 

 

She looked out of the window and was at the appointed place. 

 

"Weiwei, you wait for me in the car. These customers are very private. My friend is in the car. Nothing 

will happen." 

 

"OK, grandma, if you have anything, please call me." 

 

Su Xiaowan walked into the shop with her bag. 

 

It's a very ordinary coffee shop with few people. 

 



Sunset came early, she sat next to a man with his back to her, wearing a elegant suit, because his back 

to her, so I can't see who it is. 

 

"Xiaowan --!" Xiyan saw the people coming in and waved to her. 

 

Su Xiaowan took a seat politely with her bag. 

 

"I'm sorry I'm late." 

 

"You look so beautiful, no wonder the songs you create are so beautiful. I can accept this price because 

you serve." 

 

Su Xiaowan, "..." 

 

She hasn't sat down for a minute! So this guy agreed? 
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Even the sunset was surprised. 

 

This foreigner, who had been making a fuss before, said that he wanted to modify it according to his 

own ideas. A few days ago, Su Xiaowan finished it and said that the price was too expensive. 

 

If it had not been for their urgent need of money, they would not have picked up such a ridiculous 

person. 

 

But now the attitude has changed a lot. 

 

They even took money higher than their original price and bought things. 

 

Look at the check on the desk. 

 

Su Xiaowan pauses, and she counts the numbers. "Xiyan, it's 90 million. Is this person wrong? Is he the 

client you talked to before? " 

 

Their highest music can't sell at such a high price. Even the most famous people in the market can't sell 

at this price. 

 

Xia Xiyan also felt strange, but she took the check, "but no matter what, the contract has been signed, 

he wants to deny it." 

 

"It's going to make me feel guilty." 

 

"How fast do they earn money? Maybe they can earn it in a minute. Besides, your music is not bad. If 

you sell it at this price, it shows that people like your works." 



 

"But how can I feel that he just stared at me as if he was afraid of me!" 

 

"They think you are so beautiful!" 

 

Su Xiaowan thought about it. Although she had doubts in her heart, she could not resist the temptation 

of 90 million yuan. 

 

She folded the check and handed it to Xiyan 

 

"The children in the orphanage are all very fat. They are clamoring to see you." 

 

"When Feng Yan leaves the hospital, I'll see them." 

 

Part of the money they earn is used to find Su Chen, and the other part is donated to the children of an 

orphanage in Jiangcheng, which has been done for many years. 

 

Xia Xiyan once asked her, Mingming his life is not good, can be said to be very poor, why help others? 

 

It's atonement, she said. 

 

She knew what she was talking about. 

 

But what does that have to do with her? Xia Xiyan doesn't believe it. Su Xiaowan will push her mother 

downstairs 

 

Su Xiaowan took a look at the time, "Xiyan, I'll go back first. Maybe Feng Yan hasn't eaten yet." 

 

"Be careful on the way." 

 

"You go home early." 

 

Out of the coffee shop, the sky is slightly heavy, the sunset shine on the woman's face, with a touch of 

red, her mouth with a smile. 

 

She quickly rushed to the parking lot and found Cheng Weiwei's car. 

 

When Su Xiaowan got into the car, Cheng Weiwei looked at her, "young granny, why are your eyes so 

red?" 

 

"It's so windy outside that I can't open my eyes." 

 

"How's your contract going?" 

 



Su Xiaowan's eyes were bent, and it was a happy thing to mention that, "that man actually paid 90 

million yuan to buy my music score. I didn't even dream of it." 

 

"Let's go back to celebrate with the young master. The young master knows that he will be happy for 

you." 

 

Su Xiaowan holding the mobile phone, thought of something, maybe want to share his joy with people. 

 

She called Feng Yan. 

 

Dudu -! 

 

Twice, the man at the other end picked up the phone. 

 

"Hello?" 

 

The low voice was a little hoarse. "Are you asleep?" 

 

"Signed successfully?" 

 

Su Xiaowan just wanted to say something, but suddenly thought of something, "that person said my 

score is too bad, let me continue to work hard." 

 

"Is it?" 

 

"But Feng Yan, I'm still young. There must be many opportunities in the future, right? I've thought about 

it... " 

 

The man at that end pursed his lips. In this quiet bedroom, her voice seemed like a placebo. 

 

He said, "Su Xiaowan, do you want to kiss me?" 

 

Su Xiaowan holding the mobile phone, was confused by the cold words, "what?" 

 

“luckykiss！ If you don't succeed in signing a contract, you have to pay it back. " He reminds a way, the 

corner of the mouth hooked a hook, "since did not succeed, that comes back to remember to return 

me......" 

 

"Feng Yan." She called out his name in shame. 

 

Originally, I just wanted to tease him, but I didn't expect that I had already been cheated. 

 

The man at the other end suddenly broke into a low voice and said, "do you know I fell asleep?" 

 



“……” 

 

"Put me to sleep, I can't let you return it." 

 

"Feng Yan, how old are you?" You need to be coaxed to sleep. It's a huge baby. 

 

"If you don't, remember to kiss me a thousand times when you come back..." 

 

A thousand times? 

 

Isn't it that you can't kiss for a year 

 

"I don't know." Su Xiaowan is the first to admit defeat. He knows that Feng Yan is not just talking. He 

really does it. His beautiful amber eyes are gentle. "How do you want me to coax you?" 

 

It's said that men are young. She agrees with that. 

 

Feng Yan is like a child sometimes. 

 

"Say you love me." 

 

“……” 

 

"Singing is the song you ordered in KTV last time." 

 

"It's not very good... I'm outside..." she's sitting in the car now, with Cheng Weiwei beside her. How can 

she sing. 

 

Besides, Su Xiaowan's singing is not complete. 

 

"Young granny, you can treat me as if I don't exist. Don't worry, I promise I won't make any noise!" 

 

"... I'll tell you a joke..." the girl's voice was very sweet. "A patient went to the hospital with a cold. The 

clinic was on the fourth floor. Then she climbed up to the fourth floor and went into the clinic. The 

doctor asked him," what's the matter? " 

 

She panted and said, "doctor, I may have a cold, headache and fever." 

 

"How many days?" the doctor asked She said, "I can't remember. Three or four days." 

 

The doctor quickly wrote on the case: "the patient is out of breath, suspected of asthma, chest X-ray and 

allergen screening are recommended; The memory is a little fuzzy, so it's suggested to do a brain CT. In 

addition, if the patient has cold symptoms, it's suggested to do a big biochemical test to identify 

whether it's bacterial or viral cold. The total cost is 2325 yuan. "Feng Yan, guess if he will talk in the 



future..." 

 

It was so cold for a few seconds. Su Xiaowan thought it was her joke, but nothing came out at that end. 

 

"Feng Yan?" 

 

"... the young master must be asleep." 

 

"Good night." 

 

She hung up and licked her lips. 

 

Don't know why, talk with Feng Yan, can let her smooth all at once. 

 

…… 

 

"Young master, all the sales in this quarter increased in the last quarter..." 

 

Feng Yan looked at the flashing screen. He didn't hear a word clearly. He still used the hearing aid to 

hear the two words. 

 

good night. 

 

He thought that in this life, these two words, only said to him. 

 

He took a look at the information sent by the Public Security Bureau. Chen Jie should issue an arrest 

warrant tomorrow to assist in the investigation. They suspect that her condition is fraudulent. 

 

So soon the police will be investigating. 

 

Xia Chenyan did not know when he was also informed. 

 

"Are you sure you don't think about old love at all?" 

 

"She has moved my people. Do you think I can do it easily! Xia Chenyan and Su Xiaowan are the people I 

cover. No one is allowed to move -- " 

 

The words were loud and clear. 

 

Anyway, Chen Jie breaks the law. Xia Chenyan looks at the mobile phone buzzing in his pocket. His 

mother 

 

In the evening, Su Xiaowan came back with something and happened to run into a woman. 

 


